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Ella Clay Wakeman Calhoun has the distinction ofbeing the only woman in the class
of 1921, the second class to admit women, at the Yale School of Medicine. Her decision
to enter medical school was an unusual career choice for a woman in the early part ofthis
century. Of the few women who graduated from college, most chose fields where there
were already women as mentors and colleagues: as librarians, teachers, nurses or social
workers [1]. Thus the plan she reached at the end of her senior year in college, to enter
medical school and practice medicine, was an unconventional one. As will be shown, she
was supported in pursuing her goal by a close-knit and forward-thinking family: parents
both educated and well-travelled, her father a Ph.D. chemist trained in Germany, and her
twin brothers, three years younger than she, both destined to follow her to medical school
atYale.
She faced some ofthe same choices thatyoung women face today beginning with, "Is
medicine a good career for a woman who wants to serve her community?" Having made
the decision to enter medical school and having chosen a specialty, many young women
in medicine are faced with finding a way to combine careers and family life. As Dr.
Calhoun made her wedding plans in 1923, she also thought about how to combine medi-
cine and family life. In the end, she emphasized marriage, family and community service
over medical practice. She told one of us (SJB) in 1977 that she had always felt that she
should have had a more traditional medical career, writing, "I have always felt a bit shaky
about the modest use I have made ofmy early privilege in medical training." What she had
expected when she entered medical school was to practice medicine, and she had had to
come to terms with having taken the place of someone else with an opportunity that she
did not seem to be using. Perhaps the convictions of Dean Winternitz still echoed in her
head, that educating women in medical school was a "waste ofeffort and funds." Yet it is
clear that many ofthe different avenues of self-realization and service that she visualized
in college, including medicine and public health, did become used, often in ways that
could not have been foreseen. By 1950, forexample, she became be the Health Officer for
the Town ofBethany, a position she held for twenty-three years.
The circumstances leading up to the admission of women to the Yale School of
Medicine in 1916, a year before Dr. Calhoun entered, are very amusing. Women would
not have been admitted to the Yale School of Medicine had not Henry W. Farnam,
Professor of Economics, agreed to provide the necessary funds for renovations to install
women's bathrooms. His daughter Louise Farnam (Vassar, 1912) had just completed a
Ph.D. atYale in Physiological Chemistry but felt that she could better serve God and man
as amedical missionary to China. Professor Farnam heard that women would be admitted
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provided funds could be procured to pay for the women's lavatories, and he wrote to
President Hadley that he would gladly provide them. Yale opened its doors to women in
1916 because Henry Farnam's daughter wanted to attend and because he stepped forward
to meet the necessary expenses for renovations in Medical Hall at 150York Street [2].
Undoubtedly, a woman's experience at the Yale School of Medicine was different
from a man's, but we know little ofthe details. Some details are included in Dr. Calhoun's
MEMORIESc, printed here. We do know that in medical school atYale in the early years
it was considered unsuitable for women to learn physical diagnosis by practicing on their
male colleagues. Instead, a New Haven woman was hired to serve as a physical diagnosis
model for the women students. Hired by the first class, she was re-hired by successive
classes to serve as an instructor to the women students.
In the early years of coeducation at the Yale School of Medicine, the numbers of
women were limited and, at first, they faced tougher admission requirements than men.
For example, women had to be college graduates, whereas men did not. In 1926, the
Bulletin was changed to read, "A limited number of women will be admitted on the same
terms as men" [2].
Medical education for women in the United States began with the success of
Elizabeth Blackwell in achieving admission to Geneva Medical College in 1847. Her bat-
tle to achieve admission and then to overcome ostracism by her classmates and commu-
nity paved the way for generations of women physicians who followed her.
Even though Dr. Blackwell broke down some barriers for medical education for
women, others still stood. Sometimes these barriers were overcome by a benefactor who
was instrumental in providing funds that would ensure the admission of women, as we
have seen in the Yale example. The most well-known example of this is Johns Hopkins,
considered the model for medical education in the twentieth century. Johns Hopkins has
admitted women since its inception in 1893, because Mary Elizabeth Garrett, who donat-
ed the necessary funds to finish building the medical school, made it a stipulation of her
large donation [3].
By 1910 many other medical schools in the United States were admitting women,
although many ofthese were the homeopathic and eclectic or "irregular" schools. Around
1910, many of these schools closed their doors to women [3]. Others opened their doors,
however: Columbia (1917), University of Pennsylvania (1914) and Yale (1916). Harvard
did not admit women until 1945, following at least one hundred years of acrimonious
debate [4].
The number of women enrolled at theYale School ofMedicine remained less than 10
percent until 1971, except for several years during World War II. The increase in enroll-
ment of women in the 1970s coincided with the passage ofmajor federal legislation pro-
viding equal access to higher education for women. The percentage ofwomen students at
theYale School ofMedicine has been gradually increasing since then, until in the class of
1998, women (with 56 percent) now outnumber men!
In this paper we wish to throw light on two questions: How did Dr. Calhoun choose
to go to medical school? and What was it like for a woman studying medicine early in the
twentieth century? For the first question we look to letters dating from 1916, her senior
year at Wellesley College. The second question covers the years from entering the Yale
School ofMedicine, 1917, through her internship and residency, and ending at the time of
her marriage in December 1923. We shall use three sorts ofrecords for this history. First,
and most lively, her letters to her parents give her own view at the time about the choices
and challenges that she faced. Reading them is sometimes like hearing one-half of an
absorbing conversation. Second are annual biographical notes she submitted to the
Wellesley alumnae newsletter, THE SEQUEL. Third is her MEMORIES. In 1975, at the
age of 81, Dr. Calhoun began writing an account of her early years, her family life and
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schooling, including her medical training. The remembering was part of a project by a
niece, Barbara Smith Wakeman, seeking to preserve the memories of the wider family
elders. Uncomfortable with the offered tape recorder, Dr. Calhoun nevertheless entered
into the project gladly with pen and paper, and gave to the family a set of vignettes, the
MEMORIES ofElla Wakeman Calhoun. The title page reads:
These jottings are the reflection of one member of an average comfortably-well-off
Connecticut family in the first quarter ofthe twentieth century... .They are rather like the tat-
ting or crewel work with which the woman past 80, partially disabled and freed from respon-
sibility, pleasantly fills her leisure time ...
Written down between February 1975 andApril 1976.
Two chapters are given to summarizing her years in medical school, freshly remem-
bering details of things that happened more than 50 years before. From them emerges a
picture of her medical education complete with demanding senior faculty and outspoken
future deans.
DR. CALHOUN'S CHOICE OF MEDICINE AS A CAREER
How did Ella Wakeman come to a professional career decision, and why did she
decide to go toYale Medical School? Rare insight is given in letters written home during
her senior year at Wellesley, while the decision was being sought. They show a thought-
ful and enthusiastic student weighing possible futures, helped by her parents and faculty
advisors. Medicine seems to have been a choice reached only after other attractive options
had been entertained briefly or studied thoughtfully and passed by: Hygiene and Physical
Education, teaching German or perhaps a career in Public Health.
Ofcourse, medicine atYale was Ella's personal decision, but also, as the letters show,
it was shaped by the supporting family whose reactions she asked for and received: father
and mother at home, and also indirectly the twins, then starting inYale College, for whom
as elder sister she tried to give good advice and set a responsible example. The personal-
ities and relationships that made up the family were lovingly analyzed in 1975 in the
MEMORIES: "Father and Mother were born in Green's Farms (Connecticut) in 1865,
within a month of each other and were baptized on the same day in the Green's Farms
Congregational Church." Harriet Taylor Wakeman "attended Mount Holyoke for two
years while it was still a young ladies' seminary. She studied piano at the Boston
Conservatory of Music and later spent a year in Germany with her mother." She became
engaged toAlfred J. Wakeman, an 1887 graduate ofYale's Sheffield Scientific School and
that year a graduate student in Chemistry in Leipzig. Memories of her mother continue:
"I have no doubt that an urge for another kind ofpersonal fulfillment was strong in her.
Her piano, once a majorjoy and challenge, was always waiting; she would have relished
further college study; she would have liked to be the kind of woman who did things."And
about her father: "While Mother moved among us as our accepted, comfortable, whole-
making background, it was different with Father. With him it was: 'Hurrah boys, let's get
moving now!' and things would begin to hum. His capable hands and 'headpiece clever'
were always disturbing the accustomed tenor of our ways."
Ella was born October 1, 1893, and the twins, Edward and Maurice, on March 30,
1897. Of her brothers she wrote: "I remember them as quite separate individuals. Edward
was fair, well-favored, sturdy, vigorous, happy and eager to please. Maurice was freckled,
mischievous, full of ideas, not too tidy, and always singing." Both of the boys followed
her to the Yale School ofMedicine, graduating cum laude in 1922.
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Maurice, after completing his medical residency, was chosen by the Rockefeller
Foundation to study the chemical and metabolic aspects of yellow fever in Nigeria. His
work there in 1928 resulted in a series of papers from the laboratory of the West African
Yellow Fever Commission. While in Lagos he also made the first study of metabolic dis-
turbances in a case of Blackwater fever. He became sick with phlebitis, died on the way
home on March 2, 1929, and was buried at sea [5].
From the MEMORIES: "Edward, to my memory, seems to have been deceptively
uncomplicated. It is easy to think of him as a foil to his brother - Wrong!" "He was
orderly, methodical, conscientious, and by nature generous and ready to help. He had, as
well, a strong sense of fairness. He knew his wild flowers and birds; he was the first to
make discoveries on our woodland walks." "During his internship he decided on
Pediatrics as his specialty. It is not hard to understand how it came about that he is still the
trusted friend and counselor ofthree generations of children and their parents."
Lettersfrom Wellesley College - 1916
Ella Wakeman was open to many influences besides those of the family. 1915-1916
was the year before the United States entered World War I, and she was strongly affected
by campus discussions. The hardships in Europe called for a seriousness of attitude that
did not always come naturally for the young people. All the same, they accepted instinc-
tively the obligation to make one's life work worth while. She wrote once to the twins
about the obligation, by those privileged to receive a college education, that they must
make the very most oftheir gifts and training: a guiding principle set alongside the more
immediate influences ofparents and admired teachers.
Miss Homans, at Wellesley, exemplified worthwhile service and charismatic leader-
ship in a new career field to which Ella Wakeman was much attracted: Hygiene and
Physical Education (H.P.E.). She wrote to her parents, (Jan. 13), putting the case and ask-
ing their opinion and seems to have gotten a series of skeptical questions in response. In
her reply, (Jan. 17), the demand that social responsibility should dictate her career choice
is evident in "I want to be of service as soon as I can, and I want to be of the best service
I possibly can" and "Where can I be ofmost use?"
Wellesley, Mass. - Jan. 13, 1916
Dearest Mother:
... I saw Miss Homans this morning. She is a splendid & healthfully inspiring personality.
She says that I can by no means complete the course in one year. She asked after my acade-
mic standing & said she had no use or call for C & D students - she wants people with
brains, sense of responsibility, conscientiousness, initiative, good health & sense of rhythm.
I can partially fill the ticket in all these respects. The openings seem fine & interesting - few
lower than $800+ expenses the first year. But she says she will guarantee nothing until she
sees what I am worth.
... She wants us to be vitally interested in hygiene work. I certainly am. When I said I had
been interested in studying medicine, she said that this work was study of preventive medi-
cine & that it was becoming more & more important. It seems thoroughly worth while & very
interesting. There is room for wholesome hero-worship too, so long as Miss Homans is at the
head.... Perhaps as you think it over, you can think of some questions to ask me - I shall
have cooled down by the time you answer this and can then tell once & for all whether I am
in earnest about wanting to do it. Now, I say with all my heart I do want to do it.
Lovingly, Ella
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Wellesley, Mass. - Jan. 17, 1916
My dearest Dad:
... My first impulse was to refute every argument you put up on your own and others' author-
ity - I can still do so, if I want to. Well, I will do so now, and then tell you where the ques-
tion lies.
1. No advanced degree after two years of study - It is not an advanced degree I want - I
want to be of service as soon as I can, and I want to be of the best service I possibly can. To
this end I must choose a work which develops all my potentialities to the most harmonious
degree, naturally & consequently, one which I love thoroughly. Degree or no degree, that
course is the one to follow - (waive for the time being the unanswered refutation in the
above).
2. H.P.E. work does not develop to the full my potentialities, i.e. it leaves out intellectual
development. But what have I spent four years in college for. I have at least gained standards
of scholarship. These won't be lost, ever. The hygiene work goes on to develop good form,
freedom ofmovement, & hence greater freedom of selfall through - This is especially true
in our teaching work, management of sports, etc. where "pep" & initiative are called for.
3. Two more years in the same place - I can't answer that. I shall be a graduate, though, &
entirely independent of college rules. The work is entirely vocational & keeps us entirely
apart from the college - hence the atmosphere will be quite different.
4. I don't think anything ofAunt Clara's argument about necessity forkeeping up to the mark
physically. The very nature ofthe work keeps those engaged in it in better trim than the aver-
age person in college orin business. The girls taking it say they have neverbeen better in their
lives & I believe it. The keeping still in the house so much ofthe time is one thing I don't like
about teaching or secretarial work. This work not only keeps the teacher well, but through her
influences & helps others to lead saner lives physically. That is only the first step in much
higher work & for the gym & hygiene teacher with open eyes this higher influence is possi-
ble, since she, of all teachers meets the pupils on the common ground of play where she &
they are their own selves. It is a fact, I have heard, that the gym instructors get at the lives of
their pupils as no other teachers can. Surely no higher order of social work can be undertak-
en.
5. As for Miss Homans dying - I don't know what would happen. I should think the insti-
tution was well founded by this time. She must die sometime & surely she doesn't expect her
splendid work to go up in smoke any more than Dr. Osborne does his.
6. I could live at home - be in Yale with the boys - comfort my aging parents and give a
man a chance to find out that I am worth having & susceptible - all these things appeal very
strongly. I guess you and motheronly know how strongly. But from a practical point ofview,
wouldn't it be better to be ready for work in two years than three, since at the end oftwo years
I can command a salary of$900 whereas at the end ofthree - how much should I be able to
command? And how much would the outlay be in N.H.? I shall try to find out about the first
question - can you tell me about the last?
Well, so it stands - I shall send for Teacher's College prospectus & Yale Calendar & try to
find what salaries Ph.D & M.A. students can command before I go much farther.
Now I am going back to argument #1 - the same old question remains - where can I be of
most use - what is the bent in which I shall be at my best? Ijust simply don't know. I know
just how you feel about the hygiene work being just physical training - on a lower plane
than university work, and after four years ofA & B grades in college it is almost a crime to
do work which requires only averagementality (MargaretWoods' mother out & said that after
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she & Margaret's father had given her a first rate education she had no right to throw herself
away on church work - less tactful than you are - but dead right, none the less.) This is all
I can say in favor of H.P.E. and I am with you every inch as far as not being satisfied with
doing work which doesn't require all my ability is concerned. Miss Homans told me that she
had no use for students below A & B grade. The works leads to service (with a salary), ifnot
to intellectual prestige. Is itjust talk that one's whole soul should go out in serving his fellow
men? The work will be easy for me, as I shall have to carry only one subject next year besides
the gym, dancing & instruction work - the year after, there will be education & various
physiology courses. The whole two years purely vocational & not intellectually inspiring.
Whether I shall gain in pep & effervescence, I don't know. That I don't need the course to
develop my form & sane ideas about health for my own sake, I know....
Your own daughter
The choice of teaching German was tempting, whether for a year or two to support
further study or as a lifetime career. She had travelled in Germany with the family, in
1909-1910, and had loved the advanced study of the language in college. These two let-
ters deal with the option further.
Wellesley, Mass. - Feb. 15, 1916
Dear Mother:
I have just had the loveliest afternoon with F'rl. Wipplinger! She invited me to her room (&
few go there) It was dark & rather messy, but businesslike & homey. We had tea and cakes a
deux and looked at photographs of good old Germany. She is such a good sport. Climbs
mountains in knickerbockers & nailed shoes and skies and skates - of course we were con-
genial & had heaps to talk about. She talked much about my German plans. She sees no doubt
of my getting a good position now with the German I have ... I have the advantage being a
native American. There is some prejudice against Germans....
Your crazy daughter
Wellesley, Mass. - Feb. 27, 1916
Dearest Mother:
... Mr. Hobart seems to think I can teach - I don't know why he should, I'm sure. I know,
however, that I have a better grounding in German than agood many who think they can teach
it. I feel sometimes (my attitude changes with each new day) as if my German were a mill-
stone about my neck. On its account alone, I contemplate teaching, whereas, if I didn't have
the accidental privilege ofhaving got hold ofthe language young, I should at this stage have
a clear aim ofquite another kind in view - medicine, more than likely as I wrote Father.
Love, Ella
In subsequent letters she rejected that idea that she should get a Ph.D. because she
says she would "be too top-heavy to be of any use at all." She began to consider attend-
ing medical school, at least as a first step toward a career in Public Health, but found that
she lacked some of the required college courses. This letter shows how she had encour-
agement from the faculty at Wellesley, and some very practical advice.
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Wellesley, Mass. - Apr. 17, 1916
Dear All:
... Have seen Miss Bragg this P.M. She has talked to me with more real personal interest
than anyone I have yet seen. She thinks that a downright medical course is a good solid foun-
dation & almost a necessary one for social service orpublic health work. It won't come amiss
& I might feel the lack, ifI didn't have it. She advises strongly living at home & doing what-
ever I do at Yale rather than away from home. She is sorry I haven't the chemistry & wants
me to tell Father she wishes she & he had talked matters over four years ago & insisted upon
my going on with it.... Columbia is the Summer School she mentioned & she thinks I could
take two courses. Even then I couldn't get into Yale, where Physical Chem., Qualitative
Analysis, Inorganic & Organic Chem. are required & no conditions are allowed!
...I feel as ifI ought to keep busy on my next year's problem, for much may depend on early
applications etc. - but what can I do when I don't know what to do?
Your distracted, E.C.W.
Yet she vacillated: Medicine? Public Health? Hygiene and Physical Education
(H.P.E.)?
Wellesley, Mass. - May 7, 1916
Dear Mother:
. . . What I am going to ask Dr. Sedgwick [Public Health] is whether there is a less extensive
course than the one which requires the medical degree for entrance; the preparation required
etc.... I am leaning toward the H.P.E. course with more favor than ever. There would not be
the prejudice against it as a second grade kind ofpost-graduate work, ifpeople realized what
a large place it is coming to take. The B.A. degree is required, now, for entrance; it is not a
course any high-school graduate can take. Miss Homans has the standing of any Professor
here who is head of her department & girls whom she graduates get splendid positions the
first year even, for the work is new & they are called by the best schools & colleges to take
full charge of a gym department or a high position as instructor.
We've hatched a chicken in our Zool. incubator. Hist. & German are interesting. I hate elo-
cution.
Lots of love to all the family from E.C.W.
Wellesley, Mass. - June 11, 1916
Dearest Father:
Well Sir, I'm educated! The miracle was accomplished at 4:15 precisely, yesterday P.M.,
when I deposited in the German office a paper, the product ofthree days' solid concentration.
. . . In the first place, you & mother have backed me up & sympathized with my point ofview
in a way which I am only learning to appreciate, as I gradually come in contact, personally
or through hearsay, with other girls' parents. And besides, you have kept your hands off& let
me steer my own ship, or let me think I was steering it, which amounts to the same thing &
is much safer.... Well to make it short, what I want to say is that it seems to me you and
Mother have taken the most helpful and unselfish attitude toward my college & personal
experience of the last four years, that a father and mother could take, to make their love and
ambition for their child count in the right direction....
Lots oflove, Ella
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Evidently it was during the summer after graduation that the definite decision came
to apply for medical school. In order to meet the required science courses for admission
to the Yale School of Medicine she took a postgraduate year of study, 1916-1917, at the
Sheffield Scientific School at Yale. There is little evidence that she applied to any other
medical school, maybe because she felt that it was better to live at home, as outlined
above, (Apr. 17). In the following letter to her dear college friend, Miriam Vedder, she
foresaw a tedious year making up for past omissions.
New Haven, Conn. - Sept. 20, 1916
Dear Vedder,
. . . Then came the real earnest business of deciding on courses for this year; - Chemistry,
Biology etc., which, like a fool, I didn't take atWellesley when I had the chance. I shall mess
away in various laboratories with hoards ofcallow undergraduate for a year and then be ready
to start as a real medical student. The prospect seems still a dream to me; I can't believe that
it will all come true. By October it will probably be "all too true!"
Ella
WHAT WAS IT LIKE FOR A WOMAN TO
ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL IN 1917?
Two chapters of the MEMORIES bear directly on medical training at the time:
"Perspectives on my Student Years" and, at higher magnification, "Notes on Medical
School Years." Both are quoted below almost in fulld. One of the contemporary sources
for the years 1918 to 1923 is the series ofannual messages from EllaWakeman to her col-
lege alumnae notes, THESEQUEL for the Wellesley Class of 1916. Her letters home, the
other contemporary source, give something ofher private thoughts: personal and far more
informative.
Perspective on my Student Years
I did acceptable work as a medical student and graduated cum laude, according to the stan-
dards of that time, in the class of 1921. The structure of living things, how they were put
together, and how they worked had always fascinated me and filled me with wonder. So the
subject matter of my course in medical school was all of it congenial and interesting. The
immense amount of memorizing it entailed, the striving for grades, and the meeting ofdead-
lines were overwhelming, and left little freedom of mind for original questing. I felt at home
in the presence of doctors and fellow-students, all male, and in the atmosphere of hospital
wards, operating rooms and clinics. There was an exhilaration in being involved in the whole
medical scene. However, it becomes clear in retrospect, that by temperament and natural
endowment, I did not have a vocation to become either a practicing physician or a worker in
the field of research. I lacked the inner motivation and self-confidence for the one and the
imagination and inspired patience for the other. The one field which drew me increasingly
was Psychiatry. From a summer internship at Bloomingdale Hospital in White Plains, New
Jersey, between my junior and senior years, I knew I could work with people: watch them,
listen to them, try to fathom their mental intricacies, sometimes help them. An assistant resi-
dency at the Boston Psychopathic Hospital in 1922-23, in the time ofDr. C. McFie Campbell,
brought my medical preparation to a close. Psychiatry has been for me a lasting interest and
concern and has colored my thinking in all the relationships of my life. On December 24th,
1923, Robert Calhoun and I were married by Bob's longtime mentor and friend, Luther A.
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Weigle, who later became Dean of the Divinity School and chairman of the committee
responsible for the translation of the Bible known as the Revised Standard Version. At that
time life for me took on a new dimension.
Notes on Yale Medical School Years
The year I entered medical school was the year when Dr. Winternitz succeeded Dr. Blumer
as Dean. The development of the new Medical Complex was just beginning. The only new
building that I remember at that time was the Brady Laboratory. The old gray wooden New
Haven Hospital was still in use. "Old South" still housed obstetrics and gynecology. Most of
our classes were held in the old stucco building at 100 York Street. The Out-Patient Clinics
were held in the brick building that still stands at the corner of Cedar St. and Congress Ave.
Women had first been admitted to the Yale Medical School two years before I entered. (Dr.
Louise Farnam, who became a medical missionary, was the first graduate ofthe school.) I was
the only woman in the Class of 1921. There was no fuss whatever about this. I was a down
to earth, attend-to-my-own-business type; studious, scared, but pleasant and responsive. I was
neat and healthy looking, wore a suit and blouse, and in good weather either walked or rode
my bike from Edwards Street, my house, to school. There was always theWhitney Ave. trol-
ley for a standby. The props that I remember were chiefly a cherished microscope which
remained in the laboratory, dissecting instruments and drawing materials and a number of
very heavy books. A long white lab coat holding keys, flashlight, fountain-pen and stetho-
scope was my familiar uniform. The study ofanatomy dominated our freshman year. "Gray's
Anatomy," the heaviest book ever published, except for Webster's dictionary, was my con-
stant companion. We learned to know and describe every knob, nook and cranny of every
bone of the human skeleton from skull to metatarsal. The dissecting room, top floor of 100
York, with its cadavers and smell offormaldehyde, was a challenge faced with fortitude and
experienced with increasing fascination. We worked in pairs, each pair on one cadaver under
the supervision of Dr. Ferris, our professor ofAnatomy. My partner was courteous and dis-
tant with me; it was probably a trial for him to have a woman for a partner. I was excited by
each discovery that my scalpel uncovered. The first thing our professor taught me was to hold
my scalpel, not like a dinner knife cutting steak, but like a pen under delicate control.
Over the next three years, through lecturers and demonstrations, in ward rounds and work in
the Out-Patient Clinic, and by dint of prodigious amounts of reading and memorizing, sup-
plemented by hours of completing intricate drawings, we received a thorough, basic ground-
ing in the systems of the human body and how they function in health. The other side of the
coin, the effects and causes of malfunction, was equally engrossing. This occupied the last
two years ofthe courses. Glimpses from those years stand out in my memory: Dr. Winternitz,
the upcoming Dean and then in his first years on the School's faculty, lectured in Pathology
and supervised the autopsy and gross anatomy work of our second year. He was a brilliant
lecturer and a very demanding and (to me) frightening teacher. He had a reputation for bru-
tal sarcasm and uninhibited exhibitions of temperament. His treatment of some of my fellow
students shocked me. His attitude toward me was considerate and patient. It is quite possible
that beneath it lay a sarcasm that I was then too innocent to suspect. He was known to con-
sider women medical students (sure, one day, to become housewives) a waste of effort and
funds! That year, 1919, was the year of the big flu epidemic. Most of the autopsies we wit-
nessed were of the flu victims, young and old. My turn came suddenly one day while look-
ing through my microscope. There was no doubt about it. I collected my stuffand rode home
on my bicycle, staggered to the telephone to call Dr. Bartlett, and crawled up the stairs to my
bed with a temperature of 1040 and visions of my own autopsy.
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Figure 1. Dr. Ella Clay Wakeman, 1921.
Dr. Blumer was a very different sort of person from Dr. Winternitz; humane, gentle, enor-
mously competent - almost a detective in medical diagnosis from his acute observation of
combinations of less than spectacular signs. His Clinical Pathological Conferences were
memorable. He was a "tall man" ofthe "old school".
Actual, first-hand, all-on-my-own experiences that I remember are:
Successfully delivering a baby in a poor home on Cedar Street in the middle ofthe night with
cries of"Mama mia!" from the Italian mother in my ears, and being offered wine with smiles
afterwards; oflancing a carbuncle in Out-Patient Clinic and having the patient, a young male,
faint; of correctly diagnosing, on our final practical exam in medicine, a case of tricuspid
valve insufficiency in an elderly ward patient, and my inner glow of satisfaction over Dr.
Tileston's favorable comment.
I graduated from Medical School in June 1921. I was then 27. I was crammed to the lid with
information but didn't know how to use it. I had been for four years an effective memoriz-
ing and absorbing machine. I had gained efficiency in the art of being prepared to pass
examinations. My fear was always ofbeing embarrassed in the presence of others by some
gaffe or inadequacy. A doctor like myself, I felt, should know what to do in any situation
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Figure 2. Left to right: EllaWakeman, Helen Laugner, Robert C. Calhoun, Jean Paton and Maurice
Wakeman. Helen Laugner was one of two women in theYale School ofMedicine in the class with
Edward and Maurice Wakeman. Photo taken at Woody Crest, 1921.
which confronted her; she should be able to size it up correctly and should have the skill and
the courage to act. I was, in spite ofthe title, M.D., immature, dependent, without self-con-
fidence or critical ability. In short, I had not learned to think and to do. What has remained
from those years as part of my being is the feeling of belonging, of being at home, in hos-
pitals and among medical people; a sense ofobjectivity about illness and ofinterest in all its
aspects; and a lasting gratitude for my association with the tall men of that day who were
my instructors. I was more fortunate than I ever realized in having no financial responsibil-
ities as a student. My experience atYale was exceptional. It left me with a lasting respect for
the integrity and competence of physicians.
During my medical school course I had two experiences away from the home base. In the
summer of 1917, I worked as a laboratory assistant to Dr. Leo Rettgar at Storrs. This was in
connection with his investigation of the efficacy of Dakin's Solution as a disinfectant. I fear
I was a liability rather than an asset to Dr. Rettgar in this work for, as Father discovered on
one of my week-ends at home, an error in my calculations had thrown out the results of an
entire experiment. Dr. Rettgar was a gentleman and took it in stride, but my humiliation as a
would-be woman scientist was profound and lasting. It was at Storrs that I first became inter-
ested in psychiatry through reading Morton Prince's account ofSally Beauchamp, the woman
with a divided personality, and Clifford Beers' 'The Mind that Found Itself."
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Figure 3. Yale University School of Medicine, Class of 1921. Ella Clay Wakeman is at the left
end of the third row.
The summer of 19201 spent as an Intern at Bloomingdale Hospital inWhitePlains, N.J. This
was an excellent and prestigious private mental hospital, luxuriously housed and landscaped.
My summer there proved to be a well-supervised and serious introduction to the kind of
medical concern which was always to interest me most. I was honored with the title ofdoc-
tor. In the strange world behind the locked doors to which I carried keys and experienced
fascination and terror, I must have worked conscientiously, for when I left Bloomingdale I
carried with me a favorable recommendation from Dr. Lambert. One ofthe phrases in it was:
"She is planful in her work."
After passing the Connecticut State Board examinations in August, 1921, I was duly regis-
tered as a physician to practice medicine and surgery and was ready for my first flight. This
was an internship at the Morristown Memorial Hospital, an accredited small general hospital
in Morristown, N.J. My year there is remembered more for the affects that I experienced than
for any actual achievements. (I did a tonsillectomy and an appendectomy, and became
engaged, but not to anyone there.) It was an emotional year.
Contributions to THE SEQUEL at the time show she was well aware of her unique-
ness as the only woman in her class at the Yale School of Medicine. Even more illumi-
nating are the letters to her parents, mostly after 1921, when she was away from home: an
internship at Morristown Memorial Hospital in New Jersey, in 1922, and residency at
Boston Psychopathic Hospital, 1922-1923.
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THE SEQUEL- 1918
ELLA WAKEMAN is a first-year student in theYale Medical School, the only woman in her
class. She is most enthusiastic about the work, which sounds strenuous, and adds only that
she "rooms" at home and finds time on Sunday to pay her weekly respects to friends who turn
up at Christian Endeavor.
New Haven, Conn. - Apr. 13, 1919
Dearest Mother:
It is a tremendous relief to leave the school atmosphere behind for a short space - as you
probably see from this rambling chatter. I get so sick ofcalling a bone a bone and killing dar-
ling rabbits and acting in all respects like a hard-hearted man. Ijust get hungry to be a cling-
ing vine, knowing little enough ofthe truth ofthings to have the romance oflife as poignant
as ever. Ofcoursethere is the biggest romance, orratherbeauty ofall when the truth is known
and its significance comprehended. But it is hard to see that far when the environment is so
little inspiring as are most of my fellow workers. Someday the larger beauty may be worked
out in service. Now I feel as helpless as a babe when there is need ofanything. Louise's effi-
ciency and perfect confidence at her job makes me sigh with envy. (Louise Farnam, M.D.
Yale, 1920, who graduated in the first class that admitted women, and who went on to serve
as a medical missionary in China.)
... Anyway I am not applying for ajob yet, and I have decided to stay here next year. If it
were a case of positively not being able to get what I want here, I should make a strenuous
effort to get it where it was to be had. But such is not the case.... I am going to talk with
[Dean] Wintemitz this week.
Your affectionate daughter
THE SEQUEL- 1919
ELLA WAKEMAN is again enjoying the "questionable privilege" ofbeing the only woman
in her class atYale. Her two brothers started out this year in the medical school, but, being
typical Freshmen, they are not ready to acknowledge their Sophomore sister's superiority.
Ella promises something really exciting for the next SEQUEL; for one thing "there is the pos-
sibility of my changing schools. Then, too, I may be able to tell you sometime whether I am
going to be a baby specialist in NewYork, or a general medical missionary in the South Sea
Islands or a comfortably settled down married lady."
THE SEQUEL- 1920
From New Haven ELLA WAKEMAN sends this message: "I am still at Yale Medical, now
struggling through my third year, and beginning to feel at home in a hospital. The work is
most satisfying and the future, vague as it is, glowing with opportunity, besides there is plen-
ty of local color for everyday lubrication."
THE INTERNSHIP YEAR AT MORRISTOWN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Even though Yale and several other medical schools in the East were admitting
women, few internship andresidency programs would admitthem. Medical education was
possible, then, for the few women who were admitted, while professional training still
remained elusive for many. Dr. Wakeman had spent the summer of 1920 as an intern at
Bloomingdale Hospital in White Plains, N.J., "an excellent and prestigious private mental
hospital . . . a well-supervised and serious introduction to the kind of medical concern
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which was always to interest me most. I was honored with the title of doctor." The MEM-
ORIES does not say if she had any difficulty securing an internship at Morristown.
THE SEQUEL - 1922
ELLA WAKEMAN graduated from Yale Medical School last June (1921) and after passing
off Connecticut State Board exams, had a good vacation until September. Since then she has
been serving a general internship in the Morristown Memorial Hospital, and is now search-
ing for a hospital that will "both teach her some Psychiatry, and pay an attractive salary, evi-
dently a rare combination." Ella adds, thereby nudging our curiosity: "And, what promises to
be more interesting, you will have to wait a year, perhaps two, to hear."
Morristown, N.J. - Jul. 2, 1922
Dearest Father and Mother:
... Well, there's nothing whatever to write about. Thursday night we had a hard maternity
case. The woman didn't come near us until the eleventh hour and then said this one made the
eighth or ninth. I didn't worry and expected it to be over in two minutes. Come to find out,
she was here last year and had a dreadful time, bad tears and a dead baby - and that wasn't
her first trouble either. Well, she struggled along for awhile and didn't make much progress,
so I decided to put on forceps. It looked easy enough. So we gave her ether and I tried my
luck. No luck at all - About then another patient came in having pains every three minutes
and tho' I hated to give up, I called Dr. Williams - he, by the way, was just preparing for an
emergency operation. I had in mind that he would be able to extract the baby in a few
moments without difficulty & then I could finish up. We sweated there for an hour & a half,
tried three kinds of forceps and the head hadn't budged. Fortunately they had given up the
emergency op. The other patient was upstairs by this time and everything ready in the steril-
izing room. The only thing to do was a version - that was easy enough; the feet came down
without trouble and all went well as far as the head but that appeared to be too large for the
pelvis and Dr. Williams finally gave it up and called Dr. Frost. Of course the baby wasn't liv-
ing; if it hadn't ceased to breathe before, it certainly would now, for in a version the cord
becomes compressed between the head and the pelvis and the circulation stops. If the head
isn't out within eight minutes, the baby dies. We tho't we should have to crush the head to
save the mother but Dr. Frost managed to get it out without doing that. The baby weighed 11
pounds and the mother's pelvis was deformed - no wonder we had trouble. The lesson to
the woman was to come in for early examination & my lesson was to know what I'm up
against before I decide to do a forceps delivery. I think, if we had done a version in the first
place when our strength was fresh, we might have saved the baby. Another lesson is for the
hospital to have records of former admissions on hand to give us some idea what to prepare
for. I had just time to scrub up for the next case. She had no trouble, fortunately....
Endless love, Ella
RESIDENCY AT THE BOSTON PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL
Here we can see Dr. Wakeman begin to learn her discipline of Psychiatry. While she
was at Boston, her brother Edward was there too, interning at Boston City Hospital.
THE SEQUEL- 1923
From DOCTOR ELLA C. WAKEMAN: "As to vocation, I am interning in mental and ner-
vous work at the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, and like it more than anything I've ever done.
As to avocation, I am engaged to Robert L. Calhoun, 1917 Divinity at Yale, and at present
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instructor in Psychology and Education at Carlton College, Northfield, Minn. Present
engrossing; future - uncertain. The 1924 SEQUEL will doubtless find things rather more
settled."
Women mentors and role models are important to young women choosing careers in
non-traditional disciplines. Dr. Wakeman's female professors in college shaped her desire
to become a physician. Surprisingly for this era in medicine, as a resident she continued
to have women mentors and colleagues. In the next year she wrote about her clinical chief,
a woman, to her parents.
Boston, Mass. - Sept. 17, 1922
Dear loving Parents:
I'm alone today and my real work hasn't begun yet, so it seems a good time to write and
study.... So far as I can see from so short an observation, the peg is going to fit the hole this
year. The personnel is thoroughly congenial - not only so, but unusually fine and stimulat-
ing. Dr. Campbell, of course, is a wonder but he isn't back yet. Dr. Bowman, his assistant, I
knew and liked at Bloomingdale. Under him are Dr. Ehrenelon on the men's side ... and Dr.
Taylor on the women's side. Dr. Taylor is Cora Morris' and my chief. She is in her forties,
rather stout, and very pleasant and jolly. She is a hard worker, but not a driver, she rather
expects things to be done than tells you to do them. She is most eager to talk over cases and
help in any way she can. She is straight New England Congregational as I size her up....
Cora is probably six feet or more tall and large in proportion. She's athletic in gait - not at
all graceful - a wiz at tennis, and the owner of a car which she has here. She is independent
and not hampered by self-consciousness or the conventionalities, except to the extent that she
is considerate and thoughtful for others.
Work begins for me tomorrow. The entire morning is given up to ward rounds and staff con-
ferences. The afternoons are used for working up our cases and all other necessary work.
While there are three interns on the Service (Dr.Young, a man whom I don't know yet, is with
us) we have two out of three evenings and two out of three week-ends free. The days, I see
by watching, are very full. They work at a faster tempo here than I am used to, and there's
not a lazy loafer to be seen. But they work because they like it & it will be the same with me,
for the kind of contact we have with patients in this work is what I have always wanted. This
may all sound too good to be true - I've had 11 hrs. sleep and a cup ofcoffee and no cases
to worry me yet. Next Sunday, when I have found how slow & inefficient I am, there may be
a different tale to tell, but on the whole the above stands, and when a month or two have
passed, there will be even more enthusiasm, for the foundation of it will have been tried.
Yesterday I went thru PBBH (Peter Bent Brigham Hospital) with Ed. My! it's a place to rave
about - beautiful in architecture and outlook, and wonderfully well arranged & equipped.
Everything is top notch for efficiency and thoroughness in diagnosis and treatment. The
charts, forinstance, arebeautifully kept & everything is on them in graphic form. I wanted to
roll up my sleeves and go to work - how susceptible some of us are to extemals! You feel
the confidence there that the place is being run in the best possible way; at Morristown, you
were painfully conscious of need for improvement, but didn't know what, exactly, to tackle
& there was no higher power to keep the machinery oiled. There's an advantage in the latter,
for one who will put his shoulder to it & push and not give up in despair as I did. I haven't
the instincts of a reformer, I fear....
Now I must write to Robert. Good-bye and lots oflove to you both, Ella
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From the following letters we can see that Dr. Wakeman is beginning to learn her spe-
cialty of Psychiatry:
Boston, Mass. - October 1, 1922
Dear Father & Mother, and 29 years old!
... Psychiatry is a slow road to travel; not much real progress yet. When I write again, I may
put my mind to it and tell you more, for there won't be outside things to tell. Ed and I are
both going to swear offfrivolity for two week-ends and buckle down during the intervening
time as well, except for a walk now and then. I'm on next Sunday and he changes service the
week after ...
Yours, 29 years the same, Ella
Boston, Mass. - Oct. 8, 1922
Dearest Parents:
... I'm reading some interesting stuff about the broad lines upon which people's personali-
ties are made up. It's very sane and the truth of it hits you between the eyes. On the whole
people are too introspective & analytical here & I squirm & get furious all by myself. Funny
reaction for me to take - you see, I like to do it in my own way and at my own good plea-
sure. A steady diet of it is nauseating. However, that can be managed as well as other prob-
lems. On the whole the work is going well, but I'm not a psychiatrist yet....
Love to all our friends & lots to both ofyou, Ella
Boston, Mass. - Dec. 31, 1922
Dearest Mother and All:
Let me tell you in a few words that I am having a hectic time but shall live thru it as usual.
The Sup't told me today that they want to impose on my good nature to the extent of asking
me to be temporarily ass't executive officer (i.e., the one who assists Dr. Pattrell in admitting
and interviewing patients, making disposition of them & seeing to general ward manage-
ment). Our present officer leaves Jan. 1st & no one else in sight. Young has gone, Morris and
Taylor were to go to-night, leaving Shaw & me alone to run the Service & work up cases for
three days. Taking every other case is some job & with a depressing cold, I was irritated at
the prospect. But since my change of status was sprung this a.m. Drs Taylor and Morris have
curtailed their holidays to cover the Service here - hard luck, but no way out. To make things
more cheerful, a patient of mine hanged herself on her petticoat yesterday & we have three
very sick puerperal cases. So altogether there isn't much time to be homesick & I've felt like
crawling into a hole and hiding. My (engagement) ring is a wonder and all I have to do is to
look at it for fresh courage.... It will take time to learn the executive work, but I'm keen to
do it for awhile, for the experience will be valuable.
Yours, distracted but devoted, Ella
Boston, Mass. -Feb. 13, 1923
Dearest Mother:
Just how much sympathy in the doctor's manner is agreeable to bereaved relatives? The way
I figure it, their sorrow is intensely private (people differ, of course, but I mean people like
us) and the doctor is just part of the general landscape - wholly without personality. I'm
speaking not ofthe old family doctor, but ofthe man or woman in the executive office whom
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they have not seen before. Now the landscape can be obnoxious or it can be indifferent or it
can be comfortable. I think the manner of the doctor can help smooth things as the manner
ofthe hostess keeps things in order, all unbeknownst. Personally, I am, or try to be, gentle &
considerate & efficient & impersonal. Their griefis too near or overwhelming to leave room
for conscious cognizance of surroundings. They come to the hospital for something & what
counts is that they get it with as little fuss as possible. I may be rationalizing. I admit that it's
impossible for me to express sympathy openly. Do you think we ought to say we are sorry,
or shake hands, or something? Wouldn't that be abhorrent to people constituted as we are?
Gracious! We feel it enough, but hadn't those feelings better go into cutting ice or sawing
wood?. . . Well, you got a rise that time!
Love to you all, Ella
Boston, Mass. - Feb. 17, 1923
Darling Poppa,
... I have three fascinating cases now - one "war neurosis," only it's a girl who was in the
rebellion in Ireland, one female Saint Francis of Assisi - dementia praecox, but a very
appealing little saint for all that & an old lady with hemiplegia.... El
The following letter begins by telling about trying to maintain a balance between
work and relaxation, and ends with a problem in contraception. Her views on contracep-
tion were remarkably forward-thinking for the time. The ComstockAct of 1873 classified
contraceptive literature and devices as obscene materials and made their dissemination
illegal. In 1916 Margaret Sanger, who coined the term "birth control," opened the first
contraception clinic. She was arrested for this and served 30 days in jail. Subsequently,
certain states began to legalize the prescription of birth control by a physician. However,
Connecticut was the last state to repeal its anti-contraception laws. As recently as 1965,
Connecticut statutes prohibited the prescription ofbirth control.
Boston, Mass. - Feb. 25, 1923
Darling Poppa:
... Isn't human nature funny! I got all tiffed because Ed didn't lay himself out for me the
other night & yesterday he called me up on the telephone when we had just had six new
admissions in two hours and all yelling at once and I hadjust taken eleven blood samples for
Wassermanns (syphilis tests) and had two cases to work up that I hadn't even touched. He
wanted me to go over to old Hjort's for the evening & I was just as cross & ugly as I could
be - "terribly busy - can go for a little while, I guess, but I've got to work up to the last
minute, so you'd better stop for me on your way over, etc." Ed said, "Gosh Ella don't work
so hard" and I said, "Well? Good-bye" and hung up. About five minutes later I remembered
the other night and how mad I got when I was all enthusiastic & Ed acted that way & I
blushed all unseen. Anyway, Ed came over all cheerful like & I was in my right mind again
& we went out and had a bully time with the Hjorts ... and we certainly got shaken out of
the rut.
... There are certainly more vital things to be troubled about than personal disgust with
what the weather-man sends and what the stork brings. I should say the new baby was
entirely Harry's and Margaret's affair. If they don't want one, they know what they can do;
and if they do want one, God be praised that they are able to have it! I certainly believe
from a medical and economic point of view in giving certain unintelligent people instruc-
tion in the possibilities of birth control, and I don't agree with the Catholic church that
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contraceptive measures are wicked. Further than that, it certainly is the family's own
affair; certainly not the Mother-in-law's....
El
The next letter again addresses the problem of balancing work and family life. Dr.
Wakeman finished her internship contract with Boston Psychopathic before she married,
but was less sure about her career plans after she is married. She hoped to be able to prac-
tice Psychiatry on a part-time basis.
Boston, Mass. - Mar. 8, 1923
Dear Mother,
I've been thinking the matter ofvacation and time ofthe wedding over & believe it will prob-
ably be wisest, as you say, to finish my contract here and get married in December. I can hard-
ly see it as rightjust now to break offmy last two months here; and theirvalue to me in money
and experience will be considerable....
As to following my profession. I think I want to do it for awhile - perhaps part-time. This
is something I would like to come to New Haven and look up. Altogether, it seems to me that
perhaps it would be best for me to come home week after next to talk things over with you
and Father and see one or two University and Mental Hygiene people.
Love to all, Ella
Boston, Mass. - Jul. 4, 1923
Darling Poppa,
This morning I read some interesting psychology, all about the subtle influence parents exert
on the lives of their children - how the infantile fixation on the father can influence the
daughter in her choice of a love object so that she marries a man not for what he is inherent-
ly but because he stands for her father - The mother fixation of a son can act in the same
way. I think we are all pretty clear of that sort of thing. But it is interesting how often an
unhappy marriage with a resulting neurotic condition can be traced back to an incomplete
emancipation ofthe child from dependence on the parent.
As ever, your little El
Boston, Mass. -Aug. 26, 1923
Dearest Mother,
... My own business adjustment is very much on my mind. I want very much to hear from
Diefendorf about thejob he spoke to me about - how much time it takes & what it pays. He
must be out of town. The idea of a clinic appeals to me & I should like to discuss it further.
One really can't get very far without a trained psychologist and social worker; but I suppose
it is out of the question to start fully equipped, unless there are folks looking for volunteer
jobs. My ideas in regard to the clinic are not at all crystallized; I shall try to visit some clin-
ics here.
A great deal of love to you all, Ella
As her wedding day approached, her letters to her parents changed their focus:
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Figure 4. Dr. Ella Wakeman Calhoun - Bethany, Connecticut, 1971.
Stamford, Conn. - Nov. 21, 1923
Dear Mother and Poppa,
I've decided to wear a veil. I knew it was coming. Mrs. B. has a lovely piece oftulle with the
orange blossoms that Dot and Gertrude wore & is going to let me borrow it. I think the train
will not be necessary. The veil will soften things & they all say they love to look back & know
they wore one and I'm so tamed now it's useless to kick against the established order ....
Love to you all - I miss you! Ella
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CONCLUSIONS
Ella Clay Wakeman was married to Robert Lowry Calhoun on December 24, 1923.
She was thirty years old. David was born a year later, the first of their four children.
Robert Calhoun taught at the Yale Divinity School. While the children were small, Ella
Calhoun worked part-time at their schools as physician and mental hygiene advisor, and
also taught biology. By 1950 she was the Health Officer for the Town of Bethany, a posi-
tion she held for twenty-three years. She wrote to THE SEQUEL once, "It is quite good
fun to have some outside work to do." These entries follow the story along.
THE SEQUEL- 1939
ELLA WAKEMAN CALHOUN: Ella describes herself as "the usual family woman strug-
gling to cope with both the public and the private order."
THE SEQUEL- 1950
ELLA WAKEMAN CALHOUN: The family Calhoun still lives on a farm in Bethany,
Connecticut. The cow and chickens are in winter quarters now but still provide enough milk
and eggs for us to sell some unofficially to neighbors. Assorted dogs and cats live with us. At
present all four of the children are on this side of the Atlantic....
On the home base areBob, the same professor ofPhilosophy and Historical Theology atYale,
farmer on the side, indisputable and full-time pater familias; Ella, cook, farmhand and gen-
eral trouble shooter at home, and Health Officer for the town, with Father Wakeman, now
eighty-five, her very able assistant. It is a good life, though still quite rough and shaggy at the
edges. All and sundry are welcome at any time.
THE SEQUEL - 1966: Fiftieth Reunion
ELLA WAKEMAN (Mrs. R. L. Calhoun): "Eli" continues her work as Director of Health in
Bethany. Her husband had a critical spinal operation in 1961 and survived an embolism to the
lung, then managed to continue his teaching atYale until his retirement as Sterling Professor
Emeritus last June. "Health, energy and ambition have increased amazingly since then. Now
that our grounds are put to bed for the winter Bob will begin his book on the history of
Christian Doctrine . .. Our four families with the combined fourteen grandchildren visit us
by turns . . . We find them all exciting and eminently satisfactory ... Bob and I know how
blessed we are to be together, to have an unbroken family circle and to have the faculties to
savor these later, quieter years."
Robert L. Calhoun died in September, 1983. Ella Wakeman Calhoun died in
November, 1985, at home in Bethany, at the age of 92.
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